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Greater consistency needed in accessibility 
 

 
 

BRUSSELS (April 25th 2017) - DIGITALEUROPE welcomes the compromise reached by the European Parliament’s 

Internal Market and Consumer Protection committee in their vote on the European Accessibility Act. We 

appreciate the European Parliament’s efforts to achieve the right balance between the need for accessibility and 

the necessary flexibility for companies to find the right design responses and believe that many of the proposed 

changes go into the right direction.  

“Persons with disabilities must not be excluded from digital society,” said DIGITALEUROPE Director General Cecilia 

Bonefeld-Dahl. “The digital industry has a long-standing commitment to make sure all of their products and 

services are accessible and we are glad to see the European Parliament has attempted to make accessibility 

requirements more future-proof and technology-neutral.” 

“However, we are concerned about the requirement on manufacturers to indicate accessibility on the product 

packaging,” continued Ms Bonefeld Dahl. “There is such a variety of persons with disabilities addressed by the 

Directive that this will be both legally and practically difficult to implement, without bringing any real benefit for 

consumers.” 

In such a fast-changing industry with an extremely broad range of products and services, it is crucial that 

companies in the ICT sector have the flexibility to choose the accessibility design that best suits the needs of their 

customers. So DIGITALEUROPE regrets that a horizontal approach has not been followed through for all sections, 

leaving some very specific requirements in place which could hinder companies from employing the most 

innovative and effective technological solution. We suggest a consistent alignment with the existing European 

standards. 

DIGITALEUROPE welcomes the recognition that the CE mark and full alignment with the New Legislative 

Framework (NLF) are not appropriate for the accessibility domain. We particularly appreciate the removal of the 

“risk language” as the requirements of the EAA should not be linked to health or safety. However, we regret that 

the European Parliament has not pursued the idea of partial alignment with the NLF more consistently. We are 

concerned some of the administrative requirements on manufacturers for documentation and reporting to 

Market Surveillance Authorities are still too burdensome and may make the goal of improving the accessibility of 

products and services more difficult to achieve. 

We trust the Council will emphasise consistency as it builds on the Parliament’s work – we all seek legislation that 

can bring about genuine improvements in the lives of persons with disabilities in the European Union. 

--- 
 
For more information, please contact:  
Luc Chomé, DIGITALEUROPE’s Director of Communications and Marketing 
+32 473 27 51 17 or luc.chome@digitaleurope.org 
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ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE  
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest IT, 
telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE wants 
European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to grow, attract and sustain the 
world's best digital technology companies. 
 
DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in the development and implementation of EU policies. DIGITALEUROPE’s 
members include 61 corporate members and 37 national trade associations from across Europe. Our website provides 
further information on our recent news and activities: http://www.digitaleurope.org   
 

DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP 

Corporate Members  

Airbus, Amazon Web Services, AMD, Apple, BlackBerry, Bose, Brother, CA Technologies, Canon, Cisco, Dell, Dropbox, Epson, 
Ericsson, Fujitsu, Google, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Hitachi, HP Inc., Huawei, IBM, Intel, JVC Kenwood Group, Konica 
Minolta, Kyocera, Lenovo, Lexmark, LG Electronics, Loewe, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola Solutions, NEC, 
Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ, Oki, Oracle, Panasonic Europe, Philips, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh Europe PLC, Samsung, SAP, SAS, 
Schneider Electric, Sharp Electronics, Siemens, Sony, Swatch Group, Technicolor, Texas Instruments, Toshiba, TP Vision, 
VMware, Western Digital, Xerox, Zebra Technologies. 

National Trade Associations  

Austria: IOÖ 
Belarus: INFOPARK 
Belgium: AGORIA 
Bulgaria: BAIT 
Cyprus: CITEA 
Denmark: DI Digital, IT-BRANCHEN 
Estonia: ITL 
Finland: TIF 
France: AFNUM, Force Numérique, 
Tech in France  

Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI 
Greece: SEPE 
Hungary: IVSZ 
Ireland: TECHNOLOGY IRELAND 
Italy: ANITEC 
Lithuania: INFOBALT 
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR  
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT, ZIPSEE 
Portugal: AGEFE 
Romania: ANIS, APDETIC 

Slovakia: ITAS 
Slovenia: GZS 
Spain: AMETIC 
Sweden: Foreningen 
Teknikföretagen i Sverige, 
IT&Telekomföretagen 
Switzerland: SWICO 
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID 
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE 
United Kingdom: techUK   
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